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SUMMARY 
The mechanical behavior of structural materials is influenced by 
material parameter discontinuities which occur at interfaces. The 
principal interface factors affecting dislocation dynamics near an 
abrupt interface are differences in elastic moduli, lattice parameter 
misfit, crystallographic structure and orientation and interfacial im-
purities. The development of models for predicting the behavior of a 
particular material configuration requires a detailed understanding of 
how the various interfacial parameters influence mechanical deformation 
processes. The objective of the work reported here was to investigate 
the effect on mechanical behavior of a differential modulus across an 
interface of single crystal composite samples prepared in configurations 
which minimized the influence of other factors. 
Tensile specimens were prepared from thin copper single crystals 
and epitaxial metal films were grown on the surfaces by vapor deposition 
to provide desired interfaces. The principal material combinations 
studied were copper-nickel and copper-cobalt. In addition, copper films 
grown onto copper tensile specimen substrates were used to evaluate the 
influence of certain imperfections. 
The elastic modulus difference was found to provide the primary 
strengthening mechanism for Cu-Ni and Cu-Co interfaces. An abrupt 
interface, small lattice misfit and compatible crystal structures are 
required for this factor to play a dominant role. Surface and inter-
facial energy terms were also evaluated and found not significant 
compared to contributions from other interface factors. Crystal struc-
ture changes induced in cobalt coatings with deformation resulted in 




The effect of an interface on the mechanical behavior of a metal 
involves a number of complex phenomena whose fundamental contributions 
are not easily determined. Even a relatively simple interface such as 
that occurring at the surface of a metal in a vacuum involves disconti-
nuities in all the bulk properties of the material. To predict the 
behavior of even such a simple system requires a knowledge of how the 
surface alters the various physical and chemical parameters of the 
material and in turn, how these parameters influence mechanical be-
havior. When a second material is allowed to react with the base metal, 
consideration must then be given to additional factors such as atomic 
bonding mechanisms between the base metal and the coating, the coating 
configuration and the various physical and chemical properties of the 
coating. The latter are probably significantly different from what they 
would be in bulk form. 
A usable scheme for predicting the behavior of a particular mate-
rial configuration would require an understanding of how the various 
interfacial parameters influence mechanical deformation processes. In 
practical situations it will probably be necessary to construct a loop 
analysis involving the effect of interface parameters on mechanical 
deformation with the deformation itself altering interfacial parameters 
and thereby influencing subsequent deformation. 
The mechanical behavior of crystalline solids is primarily ex-
plainable in terms of the dynamics of dislocations. The elastic stress 
field resulting from the presence of a dislocation is long ranged and 
accounts for the interactions of dislocations with other dislocations 
and with such features as grain boundaries, precipitates, impurity 
atoms, surfaces and a variety of interfaces. Treatments of dislocation 
mechanics are covered in comprehensive texts. > » Material disconti-
nuities such as free surfaces or interfaces modify the stress field and 
there is a tendency for dislocation motion to lower the strain energy, 
e.g., a dislocation near a free surface will tend to move towards the 
surface in order to relieve the strain within the crystal. 
The principal factors influencing dislocation dynamics in the 
neighborhood of an abrupt interface are outlined below: 
(a) Elastic modulus. The relative shear modulus on either side 
of an interface influences the strain field of a dislocation and there-
fore its dynamical behavior in the sample4-13 although the magnitude 
of the effect is uncertain.14-25 
(b) Lattice parameter. A lattice parameter misfit across an 
interface coupled with the interfacial energy influences the degree of 
coherency and slip through the interface since the magnitude of the 
Burgers vector must always be conserved. 
(c) Crystal structure and orientation. Crystal structure and/or 
orientation changes across an interface may impede dislocation motion by 
altering either the Peierls force or the resolved stress. 
(d) Impurities. Impurities at an interface may present pinning 
points either for dislocation sources or for hardening processes. 
(e) Continuity and environment. The magnitude of the influence 
of interface parameters will be related to the integrity of the coating. 
Changes occurring during deformation or due to the environment33 46 may 
significantly alter mechanical behavior. 
The objective of the work reported herein was to investigate the 
effect on mechanical behavior of a differential modulus across an inter-
face of single crystal composite samples prepared in configurations 
which minimized the influence of other factors. 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
The effect of surface and environmental conditions on the per-
formance of materials in service has been well documented. Geometrical 
configurations, e.g., notches and scratches, act as stress risers and 
are known to have a detrimental effect on mechanical properties. In 
addition, the state of stress of the surface in combination with various 
environmental conditions can affect such properties as fatigue life and 
stress corrosion susceptibility, two of the primary causes of service 
failures. The manner in which geometrical and environmental parameters 
influence performance varies greatly from material to material, and, 
since environmental reactions are primarily with the surface, their 
effect may be determined by the surface phase. 
One of the earliest demonstrations of the significance of surface 
coatings on the mechanical behavior of metals is found in the simple 
experiments of Roscoe.1^ He found the resolved shear stress of small 
cadmium single crystal wires to be significantly increased after ther-
mally growing a thick oxide film on the surface. Their previous 
strength was obtained by removing the oxide with dilute sulphuric acid. 
The calculated increased strength of the oxide coated wires was far in 
excess of what one would expect from the direct load carrying capacity 
of the oxide film. Even with the oxide severely fractured, the yield 
point was still higher than for the uncoated wires. Since Roscoe's 
early work, a number of experiments and several theoretical treatments 
have demonstrated the importance of surface coatings on the mechanical 
properties of metals and alloys. 
Quantitative theoretical treatments of the problem of dislocations 
near material discontinuities are difficult and only a few simple con-
figurations have been considered in any detail. A direct calculation 
of the energy content of such stress fields involves a boundary value 
problem at the interface. Eshelby4 greatly simplified the problem with 
the assumption of a series of image dislocations which produce fictitious 
stress fields that satisfy the boundary conditions required at the 
interface. This type of treatment is analogous with that used in elec-
trostatic potential field calculations. Force calculations are then 
carried out by assuming the imaginary dislocations are real and vec-
torially summing to obtain the net force on the real dislocation due 
to the one or more imaginary dislocations. The imaginary dislocations 
are called "image dislocations" just as the imaginary charges in elec-
trostatics are called "image charges." Use has been made of Eshelby's 
concept of image dislocations to solve boundary value problems for 
several important idealized dislocation-interface configurations. 
Although it is difficult to directly apply the available theoretical 
results to real conditions, they do provide insight for the interpreta-
tion of certain experimental observations. 
Head5'6 considered several configurations involving screw dis-
locations near an interface. For a single screw dislocation in a medium 
of elastic modulus, Ui, near a coherent interface with a medium of 
elastic modulus, \iz, he found that for \i2 < Ui the dislocation is 
6 
attracted to the interface and for \i\ < y2 the dislocation is repelled. 
The magnitude of the forces involved in each case is determined by 
U? _ Ui "*" assigning a value of b for the Burgers vector of the image 
dislocations located at x = -a with the real dislocation having Burgers 
-> 








Figure 1. Dislocation and Image Near Interface 
of Two Semi-Infinite Solids 
The force acting on the real dislocation due to the presence of 
the interface is then given by 
= (V? ~ P i . ry2 - ^1 y i ° _ . 
x V2 + Pi 4TTa 
However, since the dislocation core involves material strained beyond 
the elastic region, the above expression for F breaks down for a ^ 2b 
-X 
For the case of a free surface, ]i2 = 0, the dislocation is always 
attracted towards the surface with a magnitude proportional to the 
inverse first power of the distance from the surface. 
An infinite series of image dislocations is required to satisfy 
the boundary conditions for a screw dislocation within a substrate of 
7 
modulus ]ii coated with a film of thickness t and modulus \iz» For ]J2 < 
Mi the dislocation is always attracted to the surface but for |i2 > Pis 
there exists an equilibrium position, or energy well, at some distance 
from the interface depending upon the values of pi, y2 and t. Head 
extended his calculation to a model involving a pile up of n dislocations 
where the barrier is a film of thickness t and estimates the number of 
dislocations the barrier can support. 
Head's models involve screw dislocations oriented parallel to 
the plane of the interface. Eshelby and Stroh applied the image con-
cept to straight screw dislocations in a thin plate with free surfaces 
but oriented perpendicular to the plane of the plate. They found the 
force between two such dislocations to be short-ranged, behaving as 
—' 1 / \ ft 
r exp (-ar)a Yoffe has derived expressions for the stress field of a 
general dislocation intersecting a free surface at any angle in a semi-
infinite isotropic solid. 
Conners carried out similar stress field calculations for a 
straight edge dislocation. The glide force, F , acting on a pure edge 
(j 
dislocation a distance, a, from a free surface is, according to Conners 
= bb2y 
G " 4TT(1 - v)a " 
The direction of the glide force on the dislocation is towards the 
surface along the glide direction and b2 is the component of the Burgers 
-> 
vector, b, normal to the surface. Both Conners and Head showed an 
inverse dependence on distance from the surface for the interaction 
force. Conners also considered the case where the surface has a bonded 
coating of thickness t. The substrate and coating are assumed to have 
the same Poisson's ratio and respective Young's moduli, E and E . For 
the simplified case where the slip plane is normal to the interface, 
the interaction force takes the form9 
F = 
yb-
4TT(a + t ) ( l - V) 
E 2 • 
1 " fe-rV) (Ki + -TTT Kz] Ê + E s c t + a 
where 
K2 " l 4 >k - 2v " 2 - J • 
Letting V = 1/4, |3 = E /(E + E ) and assuming a coating thickness of 
5b, very low values of 3 result in the interface always attracting, 
and sufficiently high values of 3 always repelling, the dislocation. 
For a narrow range of relative moduli, positions are determined where 
the net force on a dislocation is zero. 
McNeil and Grosskreutz applied the analysis of Conners to the 
case of dislocation dipoles near an interface. A dislocation dipole 
consists of two dislocations of the same kind having Burgers vectors 
of equal magnitude but opposite sign and located a small distance apart. 
As with electrostatic and magnetic dipoles, the interaction field is 
very short ranged, going as r . Surface and coating dipole image 
interaction forces were found to be negligible within the approximations 
of their calculations. 
Prins and Wilsdorf evaluated the effect of a surface on the in-
teraction forces between two dislocations on neighboring parallel slip 
planes. Their calculations were for screw-screw and edge-edge inter-
actions on slip planes having various separations and making various 
angles with the surface normal. For example, it was shown that two 
screw dislocations of the same sign will always be able to pass one 
another near the surface if they could have passed in the bulk. How-
ever, opposite signs require greater passing stresses near the surface 
than in the bulk and may act as an effective barrier for dislocation 
egress provided the angle between the slip plane and the surface normal 
is not greater than about 75 degrees. Edge dislocations have a more 
complex interaction. These calculations treat only dislocations on 
parallel slip planes at a material-vacuum interface and are therefore 
very specific. 
Koehler12 has recently described several interface systems which 
might be prepared as a multiple layered composite structure. Considering 
only the effect of a differential elastic modulus across an interface he 
showed that significant strengthening should occur in composite pairs 
having epitaxial interfaces such as nickel-copper, rhodium-palladium, 
platinum-iridium, MgO-LiF and tungsten-tantalum. For the differential 
modulus effect to be significant it is important that the interfaces 
1 3 
between the two components be abrupt. Fleischer estimated the effect 
of a gradual change in both the elastic modulus and lattice parameter 
relative to an abrupt change and found the effect produced by a gradual 
change to be negligible compared to other factors. 
Early demonstrations of the inhibiting effect of surface coatings 
on dislocation egress include the experiments of Roscoe and Barrett 
using metal-metal oxide interfaces and Gilman and Read using selected 
metal-metal interfaces. Brame and Evans17 grew oriented single crystal 
films of several different metals on silver single crystal substrates. 
Subsequent to straining the composite samples about 15%, examination of 
the coatings stripped from the substrates showed that dislocations are 
injected into the coating from sources activated within the substrate. 
Depending upon the film structure, films either slipped along slip 
lines in the substrate, cracked along substrate lines or cracked normal 
to the stress axis but with no relationship to substrate slip lines. 
They concluded that the degree of misfit had the greatest influence on 
the passage of dislocations from the substrate into the film and pro-
posed two processes which could impede dislocations. First an accom-
modating network of dislocations occurs at the interface to lower the 
elastic strain energy associated with the misfit. Secondly, a change 
in lattice spacing on the active slip plane would result in a displace-
ment residue at the interface due to the required change in Burgers 
vector as the dislocation cuts the interface. The passage of additional 
dislocations would increase the displacement residue in some manner. 
Subsequent experiments18 demonstrated that the degree to which a 
surface film influences slip processes in the substrate depends upon 
the adherence of the film to the substrate. 
-*• 
The stress field of a residue, Ab, should have a functional 
o 
behavior similar to that of normal dislocations. For a dislocation 
transmitted on a common slip plane from one medium where the Burgers 
vector is bi into a second medium where the Burgers vector is D2, Ab 
-*- -> -> 
- bi - b2- For bi > b2, the residue will have the same sign as both bi 
-*• 
and b2 and therefore repel coplanar dislocations with Burgers vectors 
-*• - > 
bi in the first medium and b2 in the second. For b2 > bi, the corre-
sponding interaction forces would be attractive. The actual configura-
tion assumed by the accumulation of n residues due to the transmission 
of n dislocations apparently has never been confirmed. Fleischer 
pictures the accumulation occurring with increments of bi - b2 piling 
up on successive atomic displacements. An alternative concept accumu-
lates the net residue at the interface or within a few atomic distances. 
The difference is not important for the passage of less than b2/(bi - b2) 
dislocations on an active glide plane. If the accumulation is essen-
tially localized it is reasonable to assume that as n becomes large 
enough for n(bi - b2) «=; b2 then the net residue can propagate into the 
coating lattice. The localized accumulation model would therefore result 
in a periodic coherency stress field on an active slip system whereas 
the stress from the pile-up model would increase monotonically. The 
validity of the residue pile-up model is questionable since the driving 
force for the generation of residues drops sharply as the distance from 
the interface increases. 
Accommodating dislocations have been shown to be generated as 
the coating thickness increases29-31 during growth of a coating. The 
accommodating dislocations are thought to be an accumulation of normal 
glide dislocations which move into the interface region to decrease the 
net lattice strain energy. The stress field of such a network is 
short ranged} decreasing exponentially with displacement from the 
interface and is effective for a distance approximately equal to that 
of the grid spacing„ The magnitude of the frictional force on disloca-
tions by a rigid accommodation grid is determined by a number of geo-
metrical factors associated with the relative orientation of dislocation 
segments and Burgers vectors and with grid spacing„ A dislocation line 
oriented so that it cuts the network with only the creation of jogs 
experiences little resistance. However, where segments of a glide 
dislocation are attracted by elements of the grid, relatively strong 
interaction forces may resultc 
20 Latanision and Staehle found a marked strengthening effect 
produced by the growth of an oxide film on nickel single crystals using 
stressed electrode experiments. A crystal strained during dissolution 
was found to have larger slip steps which were farther apart than those 
occurring on the surface of a sample strained in air. 
2 1 Recently reported measurements of Ruddle and Wilsdorf showed a 
significantly lower yield stress for copper single crystals electroplated 
with nickel as compared to unplated crystals., These results directly 
contradict the behavior expected considering only the relative elastic 
moduli of the two materials. They proposed that the accommodating dis-
location network leads to easy nucleation of additional glide 
dislocations when stress is applied. Very recent results reported by 
Patterson and Greenfield using copper-nickel and copper-gold systems 
p C 
and even later by Pridans and Bilello for the copper-chromium system 
showed only strengthening produced by the coatingo Johnson and Block22 
investigated the mechanical effects of widely varied electroplated 
coatings and also reported only strengthening., Patterson and Greenfield 
found strengthening occurred in both the Cu-Ni system where the modulus 
difference is large and lattice misfit is small and in the Cu-Au system 
where the lattice misfit is large and the modulus difference is negative. 
They also introduced an additional interface factor, solid solution 
hardening, by surface alloying a number of their samples and found that 
significant strengthening occurred. The coatings of Patterson and 
Greenfield were vapor deposited in high vacuum as compared with the 
electroplating technique employed by Ruddle and Wilsdorf and therefore 
the method of film deposition may account for the difference in their 
resultso The coatings of Pridans and Bilello were also electroplated 
but chromium has a body centered cubic crystal structure and a relatively 
high temperature was used for their plating bath. Each of these inves-
tigating teams reported evidence of epitaxy in their films. Johnson 
7 7 
and Block proposed that substrate surface damage is the primary 
strengthening mechanism for the various coatings they plated onto copper 
crystals. However, Pridans and Bilello25 found no strengthening effect 
for a copper crystal stressed, electroplated with chromium and subse-
quently stripped and restressed„ Pridans and Bilello25 proposed that 
the major interface strengthening is due to the activation of secondary 
slip systems by back stresses resulting from direct interface inter-
actions o 
A wide range of evidence demonstrates the importance of surface 
and interface parameters on mechanical behavior„ A number of theoretical 
models have been proposed suggesting mechanisms which could account for 
observed behavior, whether the net effect is one of increased or de-
creased strength,, However, theoretical developments have not been 
sufficiently specific to allow direct comparisons between theory and 
experiment. The number of interface systems investigated experimentally 
is small and problems with actually achieving a desired interface con-
figuration are not trivial. 
15 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH AND PROCEDURES 
Experimental Approach 
An ideal interface system for experimental investigations of 
mechanical effects of a differential elastic modulus would be planar, 
abrupt, and coherent interface between two crystals where the two com-
ponents have mechanical, chemical and crystallographic characteristics 
identical except for the elastic modulus. However, this situation 
cannot be realized in practice so experimental investigations of a 
particular interface factor are best carried out using simple material 
configurations which either minimize or hold constant the influence of 
other factors. In the study reported here tensile specimens were pre-
pared from thin copper single crystals. Epitaxial metal films were 
grown on the surfaces to provide desired interfaces. Effects of the 
resulting interfaces were then investigated using mechanical measure-
ments and subsequent microscopic examinations. 
The two principal material combinations selected for study were 
copper-nickel and copper-cobalt. Although larger modulus differences 
are possible using other material combinations, chemical and crystal-
lographic considerations make Cu-Ni and Cu-Co particularly useful. 
The structures of copper and nickel are face-centered cubic and reliable 
vacuum preparation procedures allow epitaxial coatings of nickel to be 
deposited on copper crystals. The lattice misfit between copper and 
nickel is only 2.5% and the elastic modulus difference is 54%. The 
copper-cobalt system introduces a possible additional factor in that 
the room temperature equilibrium structure of bulk cobalt is hexagonal 
close-packed. However, sufficiently thin cobalt films grown on copper 
crystals can be prepared with an fee structure. Thick films develop 
hep regions which may be considered as faulted fee. The modulus dif-
ference for the copper-cobalt interface is 69% with a lattice misfit of 
2.0% for fee cobalt. Copper films grown onto copper tensile specimen 
substrates were used to evaluate the effect of interface imperfections 
associated with the preparation techniques. 
Single crystals were used for the tensile specimen substrates to 
eliminate grain boundary contributions. Substrate thicknesses between 
30-100 microns were employed so that the bulk strength of the substrate 
would not mask interface effects. However, this thickness should be 
sufficiently large for initial dislocation processes within the crystal 
bulk to not be strongly influenced by surface effects. 
Measurement uncertainties associated with variations in the bulk 
behavior of the substrate material were minimized by making quantitative 
comparisons only between specimens of a single set. A set consisted of 
the several specimens machined co-directionally from one thin single 
crystal wafer. This insured Identical crystallographic orientation, 
and considerable care was taken to see that all substrates of a particu-
lar set had identical thermo-mechanical histories. For each set, metal-
metal interfaces were prepared using two substrates and one specimen was 
left with free surfaces. All measurements were made at room temperature 
17 
in air. The stress rate was determined by applied loading rates near 
6.6 x 103 dyne/sec. 
Procedures 
Sample Preparation 
A detailed description of the sample preparation technique is 
provided in Appendix A. Large single crystals of copper were radiation 
1 ft i 0 
hardened using a cumulative dosage of about 10 heutrons/cm . Wafers 
were spark sliced along particular planes from the hardened crystals 
and subsequently spark planed, mechanically polished and then electro-
polished to a uniform thickness in the desired range. Four or five 
tensile specimen substrates with a gauge length and width of 7 mm and 
2 mm respectively were photomachined from each wafer. Radiation harden-
ing was then removed by vacuum annealing. The stress axis was defined 
by proper orientation of the photo mask which cast multiple identical 
and parallel sample images. Back reflection Laue patterns of the 
machined tensile specimens were used to determine the resulting crys-
talographic orientation to an accuracy of about one degree. The crys-
tallographic orientation of tensile specimen sets employed in this study 
are shown Figure 2. 
The validity of making quantitative comparisons between specimens 
belonging to a single set was verified with pairs of tensile samples 
machined co-directionally from wafers of several orientations. The 
force-displacement curves for pairs agreed within a few percent. The 
gauge sections of these specimens were 3.0 mm wide instead of the 2.0 
mm width later adopted for the specimens used in the interface investi-
gations and therefore slip lines were observed extending into the 4.0 
18 
Figure 2. Orientation of Specimen Tensile Sets , 
19 
mm wide tab sections. Although samples of this geometry presented an 
uncertainty for calculations of resolved shear stress and strain, their 
use as a reproducibility check was unambiguous. 
Following the high temperature vacuum anneal, epitaxial coatings 
were grown on the tensile specimen substrates by vacuum deposition at a 
pressure in the neighborhood of 2 x 10~6 Torr. A quartz frequency thick-
0 
ness monitor was used to fix a constant coating thickness of 2200 A 
on both sides of each of the coated tensile specimens reported in these 
investigations. In addition, several copper single crystal tensile 
o o 
substrates were coated with nickel films of either 400 A or 600 A thick. 
The quartz frequency monitor thickness measurements were verified by 
analysis of the line widths in diffractometer scans according to the 
Sherrer Formula for line broadening. Magnetic measurements were made 
on several Cu-Ni specimens taking advantage of both the well behaved 
magnetic properties of nickel and the availability of a sensitive auto-
h ft 
matic torque magnetometer. Thicknesses computed from the film geome-
h q 
try, the measured magnetic moment and the bulk saturation magnetization " 
of nickel were consistent with the quartz frequency thickness monitor 
values. If there had been significant alloying at the Cu-Ni interface, 
the magnetic thickness would have been lower since copper added in solid 
solution to nickel rapidly and linearly lowers the magnetization. Depo-
o 
sit ion rates were between 7 and 11 A/Sec and the substrate temperature 
was 300°C for several hours before and during deposition. Immediately 
following film deposition, the substrate heater was turned off. The 
composite samples were then attached to brass tabs using Eastman 910 
adhesive for mounting on a microtensile machine. 
Mechanical Tests 
The mechanical behavior of the interface specimens were measured 
on a small force tensile machine designed for these studies. A detailed 
description of this apparatus and techniques for its use appears in 
Appendix B. Deformation forces were generated by an electrical coil 
positioned in the radial field of a large speaker magnet. The coil was 
attached to one end of a force arm assembly and one sample mount was 
attached to the other end. The core of a differential transformer was 
located at about the middle of the assembly. Four tungsten fibers pro-
vided a friction-free suspension for the entire force arm assembly. A 
programable power supply provided a coil current which produced the 
desired tensile force on a specimen and the free core differential 
transformer measured the displacement from which strains were computed. 
An x-y plotter recorded the load-displacement curves. Plots of resolved 
shear stress versus resolved shear strain were computed from the Schmid 
relationships using a Burroughs B-5500 ALGOL program. The critical 
resolved shear stress was computed from the value of the force where 
the force-displacement curve first deviated from the straight line which 
characterizes elastic behavior. 
Microscopy 
Following deformation, the tensile specimens were cut from their 
tabs and examined using both optical and scanning electron microscopy. 
Optical micrographs were made using a Leitz Metallux Microscope. The 
rotary stage of this instrument allowed measurements of the angle be-
tween the stress axis and slip traces. A Watson interference objective 
was available for measurements of slip band heights. The interference 
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objective was a Michelson interferometer50 and a mercury vapor lamp 
was used as the light source. The resolution limit of this instrument 
was therefore about 0.15 micron. Background vibrations presented occa-
sional problems with the long exposure times required for interferograms. 




The results of mechanical measurements on eight sets of interface 
specimens are summarized in Table 1. The major surfaces of the specimens 
were parallel to the crystallographic planes indicated, with tensile axes 
as shown in Figure 2. The listed values of the work hardening coefficient, 
AT/AC, were measured from computed resolved shear stress versus resolved 
shear strain curves at 0.10 strain. The data are grouped as shown since 
meaningful comparisons of interface strengthening effects are made only 
between specimen within a single set. Set 54 is listed as having two 
subsets because it became necessary to process the indicated pairs sepa-
rately even though all four specimens were initially co-directionally 
machined from a single wafer. 
The resolved shear stress—strain curves for the specimen of set 
51 are shown in Figure 3. The yield stress of the nickel and copper 
coated specimens were respectively 92% and 9% greater than that of the 
specimens having free surfaces. The direct load sharing capacity of the 
coating should have contributed less than 1% of the measured strength. 
Duplex slip developed as expected in the specimens having free surfaces 
and that coated with nickel. However, only single slip was observed in 
the copper coated specimen. The rotation of the stress axis corresponds 
to overshooting of about 2°. Measurements on another similarly oriented 
set (56), however, did not result in the large yield stress difference 
TABLE 1 














51 A 1° off i211] 3.3 
51 C None (111) 1° off '211] 8.07 3.3 
51 D Nickel (111) 1° off !211] 15.5 4.2 
54 A Nickel (HI) 14° off ; 2 i i ] 10.8 1.1 
54 B Copper (111) 14° off ; 2 i i ] 7.39 1.4 
54 C Copper (111) 14° off | "211] 9.35 0.9 
54 D None (111) 14° off ; 2 i i ] 7.39 1.5 
56 A Nickel (HI) 1° off ; 2 i i ] 7.95 5.4 
56 B None (HI) 1° off ; 2 i i ] - 4.2 
56 C Copper (HI) 1° off ; 2 i i ] 7.19 4.5 
57 A Nickel (HI) 10° off 211] 9.98 2.7 
57 B None (111) 10° off 211] 8.52 2.8 
57 D Cobalt (HI) 10° off 211] 11.1 3.8 
12 B Nickel (100) [no; 9.41 2.4 
12 C None (100) [no; 7.68 2.0 
12 D Copper (100) [no; 9.80 2.2 
32 B None (110) 1.5° off 1 ;no] 5.95 3.5 
32 C Nickel (110) 1.5° off j ;no] 6.74 3.3 
32 D Copper (110) 1.5° off | '110] 5.54 2.5 
34 A None (110) 29° off | 110] 5.74 3.4 
34 B Nickel (110) 29° off '110] 7.37 6.5 
34 C Copper (110) 29° off 110] 6.85 6.2 
34 E None (110) 29° off 110] 5.78 7.2 
35 A Cobalt (110) 3° off | 110] 8.22 4.6 
35 B Nickel (110) 3° off | 110] 6.17 2.7 
35 C None (110) 3° off 110] 6.35 2.2 
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Figure 3. Stress-Strain Curves for Specimen Set 51 
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noted above. The nickel coated specimen yielded at a resolved stress 
only 10% greater than that of a copper coated specimen. Unfortunately, 
the free surface specimen of this set was slightly bent during mounting 
so that its yield stress could not be determined. It was difficult to 
resolve slip traces on these surfaces using either optical or scanning 
electron microscopic techniques. 
Similarly, Ni-Cu and Cu-Cu interfaces were grown on tensile 
specimens having (110) major surfaces. The stress axis of set 32 lay 
close to the (110) corner of the sterographic triangle where multiple 
slip is favored. The yield stress of the nickel specimen was only 13% 
greater than that of the uncoated specimen. However, the copper coated 
specimen had a yield point about 7% less than that of the uncoated 
specimen, and the work hardening coefficient of the copper coated speci-
men was somewhat lower than that of the other specimen of this set. 
The stress-strain curves for set 32 are shown in Figure 4. 
Simultaneous activation of two slip systems was observed in each 
specimen during deformation. The scanning electron micrographs, Figure 
5, show a herringbone appearance of the slip traces on the surfaces of 
the uncoated specimen. The orientation of the slip traces was consistent 
with that of the expected slip planes. An SEM micrograph of the nickel 
coated specimen at nearly the same magnification is shown in Figure 6. 
Although duplex slip is clearly evident, the herringbone structure did 
not occur in the central region of this specimen. As seen in Figure 6, 
most of the slip traces were long with discontinuous regions. Magnifi-
cations as high as 10,000X were employed to determine if this appearance 




Figure 4. Stress-Strain Curves for Specimen Set 32 
Figure 5. SEM Micrograph Showing Multiple Slip in Uncoated 
Specimen of Set 32. Magnification X130 . 
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Figure 6. SEM Micrograph of Slip Traces in Nickel Coated 
Specimen of Set 32. Magnification X140 . 
Figure 7a. Slip Traces Shown in Figure 6 at Magnification 
X520 . 
Figure 7b. Nickel X-Ray Fluorescence of Specimen Region 
Shown in Figure 7a. Magnification X520 . 
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region of the specimen containing slip-trace-discontinuities at a mag-
nification of 420X. The integrity of the nickel film is demonstrated 
in Figure 7b where the SEM electron beam was used to produce nickel st-
ray fluorescence over the same area. No evidence was found which in-
dicated coating discontinuity or fracture either in this or any of the 
other specimens employed in these investigations. 
Micrographs of the copper coated specimen of set 32 were quite 
similar to those of the nickel coated specimen. An interferogram of 
the copper coated specimen appears in Figure 8 showing clearly the 
topography of the deformed surface. Apparent angles between active 
slip planes and the specimen surface as calculated from the interference 
fringes were generally much too small. Therefore, many of the apparently 
large slip steps were probably composed of uniformly spaced unresolved 
o 
fine slip lines of heights somewhat less than 1000 A. 
Specimen set 34 had major surfaces parallel to (110) and was 
oriented with the stress axis somewhat near the [111] direction on the 
stereographic triangle. The resolved yield stresses for the specimen 
with a Cu-Ni interface and with a copper coat respectively were 29% 
and 19% greater than that of the two specimens with free surfaces. 
Although the yield stresses of the two free surface specimens agreed 
within 1%, their behavior subsequent to yielding was very different as 
is indicated by the listed work hardening coefficients. The specimen 
having the lowest work hardening coefficient also had a smaller thick-
ness. 
Micrographs of the specimens of set 34 were all. quite similar to 
that shown in Figure 9. Bands of slip lines extended diagonally the 
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0.10 mm 
Figure 8. Interferogram of Copper Coated Specimen of Set 32 . 
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Figure 9. Optical Micrograph of the Nickel Coated Specimen 
of Set 34. Magnification X130 
full width of the specimen making an angle between 20-25° with the 
stress axis. The bands were separated by regions of relatively un-
deformed material occupying approximately the same amount of surface 
area as did the bands. However, the pattern seen in the lower part of 
Figure 9 with an appearance somewhat like ladder rungs, occurred in 
some regions of each specimen of set 34. An interferogram of a region 
containing "ladder rungs" is shown in Figure 10. Except for one free 
surface specimen, the work hardening coefficients of this set were two 
to seven times greater than values obtained with other sets. 
Reliable mechanical behavior comparisons of set 54 can only be 
made within the pairs A-B and C-D for reasons discussed above. The 
orientation placed the stress axis near the center of the stereographic 
triangle and the major surfaces were (111). The resulting slip traces 
were very fine, parallel lines. The yield stress of the nickel coated 
specimen, 54A, was 46% greater than that of the copper coated specimen, 
54B. The other pair resulted in a copper coated specimen yielding at a 
25% higher CRSS than did the specimen with free surfaces. The work 
hardening coefficients, in the neighborhood of 1 x 10 dyne/cm , were 
considerably smaller than those of any other set. 
Set 12 was oriented with major surfaces parallel to (100) and the 
stress axis at the [110] corner of the stereographic triangle. The 
nickel and copper coated specimens of this set had approximately the 
same increase in yield stress over that of the specimen with free sur-
faces, 23% and 28% respectively. Two slip systems were activated in 
each specimen. 
0.10 mm 
Figure 10. Interferogram Showing Topography of "Ladder Rung" 
Structure in Nickel Coated Specimen of Set 34• 
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Cobalt layers were grown on tensile specimens of two sets, one 
having (111) and the other (110) major surfaces. Set 57, having (111) 
surfaces and oriented for single slip, resulted in cobalt and nickel 
coated specimens having respectively 30% and 17% increased yield stresses 
as compared to a free surface specimen. The stress strain curves for 
the specimens of this set are shown in Figure 11. A pronounced knee 
occurring beyond the yield stress is observed on the curve for the cobalt 
coated specimen and, to a lesser extent, on the curve for the specimen 
coated with nickel. 
The orientation of set 35 was practically identical to that of 
set 32. The CRSS of the nickel coated specimen of set 35 was approxi-
mately equal to that obtained for the uncoated specimen as shown in 
Figure 12. However, the initial work hardening of the nickel coated 
specimen was somewhat greater than that having free surfaces and a knee 
again was apparent. The CRSS of the cobalt coated specimen is seen to 
be 30% greater and the work hardening coefficient at low strains was 
about twice as great. The multiple slip patterns which developed in 
the specimens of set 35 were all similar but complex as illustrated in 
Figure 13. 
The macroscopic yield stress values of the thin specimens used 
in this study were somewhat greater than values generally reported in 
the literature for bulk copper single crystals. The preparation proce-
dures required to produce such thin tensile specimens should undoubtedly 
be carefully considered for a possible influence in that processes such 
as radiation hardening, spark cutting and mechanical polishing are 
rather severe operations. The development of techniques for the 
0.16 0.20 
Figure 11. Stress-Strain Curves for Specimens of Set 57 
2.2 
0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.20 
Figure 12. Stress-Strain Curves for Specimen Set 35 , 
0.10 mm 
Figure 13. Interferogram of the Uncoated Specimen of Set 35 
Showing Topography of Multiple Slip . 
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production of thin, uniform single crystal wafers which do not require 
these steps is most desirable. However, high temperature vacuum an-
nealing for different times and temperatures, even for values very 
close to the melting point, did not significantly alter the thin sample 
resolved shear stress values. In addition, Laue back reflection pat-
terns of tensile specimens had well defined diffraction spots. Micro-
graphs of etched wafer surfaces at one stage of the thinning process 
showed neither a second phase nor dispersions although low angle grain 
boundaries were occasionally found. It is therefore considered more 
probable that the range of yield stress values is somehow directly 
related to phenomena associated with tensile specimens having one di-
mension which is small. 
During the course of these investigations, a number of tensile 
specimen were photo-machined from thin polycrystalline copper foils. 
These specimens were annealed in the same manner as those of single 
crystals, often at the same time, and similarly coated. The stress-
strain curves obtained for polycrystalline tensile specimens having 
coatings of copper, nickel or cobalt were essentially identical. Even 
though the modulus difference probably influenced deformation within 
individual grains having exposed surfaces, factors such as the size and 
orientation of grains as well as grain boundaries resulted in the effects 
of a coating not being observable on a macroscopic scale. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
An interpretation of the observed strengthening effects requires 
an evaluation of the relative effectiveness of various interface fac-
tors. With one exception of small magnitude, interfaces between copper 
and either nickel or cobalt resulted in an increase in the critical 
resolved shear stress. The magnitude of strengthening was significantly 
greater than the simple load sharing capacity of the coatings. It also 
is significant that copper coatings usually increased the critical 
resolved shear stress, demonstrating the importance of considerations 
other than differences in material parameters at an interface. In no 
case did an epitaxial interface produce the significant weakening 
reported by Ruddle and Wilsdorf21 for nickel plated copper crystals. 
Even for the simple composite specimen configurations employed 
in these investigations, the probable dislocation interactions resulting 
in strengthening are numerous. The most important factors which must be 
considered may be grouped as follows: 
1. Dislocation friction in the bulk material of the substrate. 
2. Dislocation friction in the bulk material of the coating. 
3. Coherency at the interface. 
4. Impurities trapped in the interface. 
5. Surface and interfacial energies. 
6. Difference in elastic modulus. 
'• 
7. Crystal structures of the components. 
8. Crystallographic orientation of the specimen substrate. 
Stress terms, T , may be assigned to represent the contribution 
of individual factors where the subscripts, i, correspond to the order 
in which the factors are listed above. The total specimen stress, T, 
may then be written as a superposition of the individual terms provided 
that cross interactions between the factors are negligible. The mag-
nitude of the contribution from each factor will, in general, depend 
upon the physical and chemical parameters of the component materials, 
specimen geometry and preparation methods. Several of the stress terms 
were shown to be small for the particular interface combinations em-
ployed here. The sequence of measurements allowed particular terms to 
be evaluated by holding other contributions constant where their mag-
nitudes either were uncertain or large. 
Dislocation Friction in the Bulk Material of the Substrate 
The measurements on preliminary single crystal specimens support 
the assumption that the bulk dislocation friction term, Ti is approxi-
mately the same for all specimen substrates of a single set. It then 
is possible to write ATI = 0 for specimens within a set. The actual 
magnitude of Ti therefore is unimportant in a direct comparison of the 
mechanical effects associated with changes in other factors. 
Dislocation Friction in the Bulk Material of the Coating 
Dislocation friction in the coating material increases the 
strength of a composite specimen by two primary mechanisms. First, 
the coating material shares part of the load independent of other 
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interactions between coating and substrate crystals. Secondly, dis-
location processes within a substrate are influenced by the friction 
encountered by a dislocation in the coating after traversing the inter-
face. The defect density in a deposited coating is likely to be greater 
than in a substrate crystal so that the coating material has an effect 
somewhat like a work-hardened surface region. The "grown in" disloca-
tion network inhibits the motion of the glide dislocations. The load 
sharing contribution was probably about 1% of the composite yield stress 
for copper coatings and about 2% for nickel and cobalt coatings based 
on coating dimensions and likely yield stress values. The strengthening 
associated with the second process is more difficult to estimate but, 
in any case, is likely to be of the same order of magnitude for the 
different coating materials within a single set. It, therefore* is 
probable that the contribution to the stress from the coating bulk, 
T2, is small relative to T and that AT2 is very small for the different 
coating materials used here. 
Coherency at the Interface 
The choice of copper-nickel and copper-cobalt interface systems, 
where the lattice misfit is small, was designed to minimize strengthening 
effects associated with coherency. The primary coherency strengthening 
process for these systems should be due to the accumulation of residues 
as glide dislocations pass through the interface due to short ranged 
interactions between glide dislocations and the accommodating network. 
The existence of accommodating networks has been predicted by 
theoretical treatments26 although there is some controversy over their 
existence at Cu-Ni interfaces.24 Knowledge of the actual configuration 
and rigidity of either an accommodating network or a residue accumula-
tion is required to estimate the magnitude of strengthening to be 
expected for coherency. Neither configuration is sufficiently defined 
to carry out a meaningful analysis but it is reasonable to assume that 
because the misfit is small for Cu-Ni and Cu-Co, the coherency strength-
ening effects are small. The coherency effect is certainly not the 
primary strengthening effect since specimens with Cu-Co interfaces had 
higher CRSS values than did those with Cu-Ni interfaces although Cu-Ni 
has a slightly greater lattice misfit. 
Impurities Trapped in the Interface 
Impurities consisting primarily of oxides and trace residues of 
preparation materials were probably present in the interfaces. However, 
the actual content was uncertain and, in any case, the amount present 
was very small. The effect of interfacial impurities on mechanical 
behavior was assumed to be about the same for all composite specimens 
of a single set since consistency was maintained in preparation condi-
tions. 
The mechanical tests on copper coated copper crystals provided 
some measure of the mechanical contributions associated with the combined 
effects of T2, Ti+, and part of T3, The coherency strengthening processes 
discussed above were associated with lattice misfit at: the interface. 
However, coherency strengthening, T3, may occur at a Cu-Cu interface as 
well as, say, Cu-Ni due to the possibility for growth of tilt and twist 
boundaries at the interface between the copper coating and the substrate 
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crystal. As stated previously, the strengthening effect of both T2 and 
T3 should be small and positive. The CRSS values obtained for specimens 
having Cu-Cu interfaces were found to vary from set to set relative to 
that of corresponding specimens having free surfaces. However, the 
magnitude of the strengthening for a Cu-Cu interface on substrates 
having (110) or (111) major surfaces was shown to be significantly 
smaller than that of the corresponding Cu-Ni interface. The mechanical 
property variations noted between sets for Cu-Cu was probably due to 
small interfacial impurity differences in the different sets. This 
point is particularly evident in the behavior of set 12 where the Cu-Cu 
interface resulted in approximately the same increase in CRSS as did 
the Cu-Ni interface relative to that of the uncoated specimen. The 
preparation procedures were slightly altered for this particular set 
in that the length of time between the final electropolish and coating 
depositions were much longer than that of the other sets. Although the 
substrate surfaces maintained a bright appearance, much additional time 
obviously was available for the growth of oxides. The mechanical 
behavior of set 12 is therefore considered to have less significance 
than that of the other sets. The importance of interfacial impurities 
to dislocation processes was also noted by Fedorenko and Vincent3^ in 
their investigations of misfit dislocation networks at Cu-Co interfaces. 
Surface and Interfacial Energies 
The contribution of surface and interfacial energies to the 
sheer stress can be calculated as described in Appendix C. The load 
sharing contribution in the elastic region is approximately 700 dynes 
for a copper tensile specimen having free surfaces and the geometry of 
specimens used in this investigation. This force corresponds to a 
tensile stress of about 5 x 105 dyne/cm2 for the cross-sectional areas 
used here. An additional term results with plastic deformation because 
of the creation of new surface area as dislocations exit at the surface. 
The upper bound calculated for the effective surface energy contribution 
of a plastically deformed free surface copper specimen is approximately 
2 x 10 dyne/cm . This value is only about one percent of the measured 
yield stresses. 
A combination of surface and interfacial energies must be con-
sidered for a composite system. A dislocation passing from the copper 
crystal into, say, a nickel coating, generates new Cu-Ni interface 
area. New nickel-free surface area is generated as the dislocation 
passes on through and exits the nickel film. Appendix C shows that 
the maximum contribution from the combination of surface and interfacial 
energy terms is only about fifty percent greater than the value obtained 
for the deforming specimen with free surfaces. The surface stress 
abruptly drops to the free surface value as the slip step exceeds the 
coating thickness. The net surface and interfacial energy contribution, 
T , is still less than two percent of the measured tensile yield stress. 
Contributions to the shear stress as a result of surface and interfacial 
energy changes with strain were therefore not sufficient to account 
for any major features in the stress-strain behavior of specimen used 
in these investigations. 
Difference in Elastic Modulus 
Interaction forces between a dislocation and a discontinuity in 
elastic modulus across an interface are governed by specific geometrical 
considerations as well as modulus values. The success of comparisons 
between theoretical and experimental results will therefore be determined 
by how closely a physical interface can be matched with a model for which 
calculations can reasonably be carried out. An approximation of the 
specimen interface geometry used in these investigations is provided by 
the simple model considered in Appendix C. The force acting on a single 
screw dislocation near a free surface varies inversely with the distance 
from the surface and is directed toward the surface. Ignoring other 
factors, this behavior should also hold for a dislocation near a Cu-Cu 
interface, but with the dislocation distance measured from the outer 
surface rather than the interface. 
The interaction forces calculated for a dislocation located at 
various distances, a, from interfaces between a copper substrate and 
2000 A films of nickel and cobalt respectively are plotted in figures 
28 and 29. The force becomes repulsive for dislocations located within 
a distance of 500 A of a Cu-Ni interface and 600 A of a Cu-Co inter-
face. The calculated interaction force becomes large as the dislocation 
is moved closer to the interface. However, calculations based on a 
linear strain field model are probably not meaningful closer than about 
10 A even for a perfectly planar and abrupt interface. At 10 A, a 
repulsive force of approximately 50 dyne/cm, corresponding to a shear 
stress of about 2 x 109 dyne/cm2, would be expected. 
Force and stress values computed for 2000 A thick nickel and 
cobalt films are tabulated in Appendix C for several dislocation 
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distances from the interface. Several conclusions may be drawn from 
results of these calculations; (1) the magnitude of the repulsive 
force is significant at least 300 A into the substrate crystal, (2) a 
comparison between computed force values indicates that the modulus 
contribution to the CRSS for a cobalt coated specimen should be twenty 
percent to sixty percent greater than that for a nickel coated specimen, 
(3) the magnitude of the long range attractive force beyond the equi-
librium point is a maximum at a distance about equal to the film 
thickness and is much smaller than that of repulsive forces occurring 
near the interface. 
Values calculated for the repulsive force on dislocations near 
a positive, abrupt elastic modulus discontinuity indicate that the 
yield stress of carefully prepared specimens should be much larger than 
the experimental values obtained both here and elsewhere.20"^ Details 
concerning the structure of the interface have a large bearing on the 
magnitude of the actual interaction. However, no assumption is made 
concerning the crystal structure of the coating material so elastic 
modulus strengthening effects require only that the coating adhere well 
to the substrate surface. Neither epitaxy nor a particular crystal 
structure was assumed and the coating material could even be amorphous. 
In addition, the development of cracks in a coating which otherwise 
adheres well to the substrate should not reduce the effect of a modulus 
difference greatly until the density of cracks becomes large. The 
long-ranged stress field of a dislocation interacts with large areas 
of the interface and the modulus effect should remain until cracks 
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occupy a significant fraction of the area. This point was noted 
experimentally by Roscoe in his early work. 
Departure from an abrupt interface should alter the strengthening 
contributions in that a gradual change in atomic concentration through 
the interface may produce finite gradients in both the elastic modulus 
and the lattice constants. Abbreviated theoretical treatments ' 
indicate that both the modulus effect and coherency strengthening 
should decrease with gradients in these parameters and finally become 
negligible compared to the lattice friction for sufficiently small 
gradients. The experiments of Patterson and Greenfield and of 
2 3 De Jonghe and Greenfield have generally confirmed this behavior for 
metal composite specimen where interfaces were deliberately extended 
using controlled diffusion anneals. The "surface diffusion-zones" 
2 3 studied by these investigators involved interfaces of Cu-Pt , Cu-Ni 
and Cu-Au.24 
The modulus strengthening effect calculations based on the single 
dislocation model of Appendix C indicates that values of CRSS for 
nickel or cobalt coated specimen should be significantly greater than 
those observed. However, the actual geometry of the interaction 
elements is much more complex. The presence of multiple dislocations 
drastically modifies the assumption of a linear strain field surrounding 
1 2 an isolated dislocation. Koehler points out that the low stacking 
fault energy of copper permits a perfect dislocation to disassociate 
into a pair of partial dislocations separated by a stacking fault of 
width between 8b and 12b. He argues that the only significant inter-
action then is between the leading partial and the interface so that 
the image interaction forces should be about half the values calculate 
for perfect dislocations. In addition, even the best polished metal 
surfaces are far from flat on an atomic scale. A dislocation approach 
ing the region very close to an actual metal interface interacts with 
local interfacial areas which may have random orientations relative to 
that of the averaged interface plane. The large interaction force 
values anticipated in this region for a perfectly flat interface might 
be higher than that for an irregular surface. 
The strengthening associated with a discontinuity in elastic 
modulus, Tg , appears to be the primary contributing interface factor 
in observed values of AT for the Cu-Ni and Cu-Co interface system 
investigated here. Contributions from the other interface factors, 
T2 through Tg, are, as shown above, not sufficient to account for the 
measured magnitude of A T , It is not possible to be specific about the 
exact magnitude expected for Tg because of the uncertainties discussed 
in the previous paragraph as well as the lack of basic understanding 
of the short ranged interactions involving nonlinear core regions and 
the multiplicity of dislocations. The measured increases in CRSS, AT, 
which may reasonably be attributed to the elastic modulus difference 
range from about 1 x 107 dyne/cm2 to 5 x 107 dyne/cm2 depending upon 
specimen orientations. These values correspond to the shear stress 
required to overcome Image repulsion for a single perfect dislocation 
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at about 300 A from a Cu-Ni interface using the model of Appendix C. 
The difference between Tg for the Cu-Co and Cu-Ni model interfaces of 
Appendix C assuming the 300 A dislocation position is about 2 x 10 
dyne/cm . This value is remarkably, and perhaps fortuitously, close 
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to the measured differences of about 1 x 10 dyne/cm and 2 x 10 
dyne/cm for the Cu-Co and Cu-Ni interfaces of sets 57 and 35 
respectively. 
The data of Patterson and Greenfield for unalloyed Cu-Ni inter-
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faces on two much thicker copper crystals provide values of AT w 1 x 10 
dyne/cm relative to their uncoated specimen. Thicknesses of their 
evaporated nickel coatings were stated to be 319 A and 536 A? but the 
substrate temperature during evaporation was not listed. Measurements 
on corresponding copper coated specimens were not reported, but the 
interfacial impurity effects were probably not too different from those 
of the current investigations. The image repulsive forces are somewhat 
smaller for these much thinner coatings. Their CRSS value corresponds 
to the image force on a perfect dislocation about 100 A from the Cu-Ni 
interface of a 500 A nickel coating according to the model of Appendix C. 
Crystal Structures of Components 
A difference in crystal structures at an interface can have a 
large impedance on dislocation transmission. Such effects were mini-
mized here with the selection of interface materials. Both copper and 
nickel have stable fee structures at all temperatures. Thin films 
of cobalt on copper crystals have a matching fee structure during 
the early stages of growth, but with regions transforming to hep with 
increasing coating thickness. With the transmission of large numbers 
of dislocations during plastic deformation, an increasingly larger 
fraction of the coating material is probably converted to hep. During 
this phase of the deformation a long glide dislocation may encounter, 
simultaneously, a high density of alternate fee and hpc regions 
leading to the large work hardening coefficients measured for cobalt 
coated specimens. The subsequent decrease in work hardening noted in 
Figure 11 is probably a result of nearly complete conversion of the 
cobalt coating to hep. 
Crystallographic Orientation of the Specimen Substrate 
The crystallographic orientation influences the deformation 
modes of the thin copper substrate crystals in the usual manner. In 
addition, the influence of image interactions in these specimens would 
favor dislocation lines which tend to lie parallel to the major surfaces. 
For the specimen with (111) major faces, the Burgers vector lies 
parallel to the surface resulting in the observation of very faint 
slip traces in the micrographs of these orientations. The plastic 
shear strain therefore produces displacements parallel to the (111) 
interface plane but has components normal to the interface for specimen 
having (110) or (100) major surfaces. Screw dislocations should there-
fore have been primarily responsible for the deformation of specimen 
in sets having (111) major faces. The orientation of active slip 
systems in specimen having (110) and (100) major faces favored disloca-
tions having an edge component. The largest values of AT attributed to 
Tg occurred in specimen sets 51 and 54 where the major surfaces were 
parallel to a (111) plane. This would indicate that a dislocation 
having b parallel to the interface (i.e. a screw dislocation parallel 
to the interface) experiences a stronger repulsive interaction than 
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does a dislocation having a primary edge component. However, the number 
of specimens measured is not at all sufficient to consider this point 
conclusive. 
The orientation of specimen set 34 resulted in micrographs 
having the particularly interesting features shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
The appearance of the "ladder rungs" is quite similar to that of 
deformation twins. Although deformation twins have been reported in 
copper single crystals only at cryogenic temperatures,50'5^ the orienta-
tion of set 34 is that found most favorable for deformation twining. 
Efforts to unambiguously determine if the "ladder rungs" were indeed 
twins were not conclusive. The interferograms of growth twins5i+ have 
a characteristic pattern which differed from the appearance of those of 
set 34. However, the obvious differences in the manner of production 
of growth and deformation twins leads one to not draw a negative 
conclusion from this result. The fact that work hardening rates were 
much higher for this orientation than any other is also consistent with 
those of specimens which twin. 
Relationships Between Various Interface Factors 
The presence of an abrupt modulus discontinuity was found to be 
the primary interface strengthening factor in these experiments. However, 
as described above, contributions from many other possible interface 
factors were either avoided or minimized through the careful choice of 
interface materials and preparation conditions. For other material 
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combinations or preparation conditions factors such as coherency, ' 3 
23 24 
solid solution hardening, ' and crystal structures of the 
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components ' are known to become major contributors under certain 
conditions. The integrity of a particular interface was also shown by 
Patterson and Greenfield to effect the film's influence on mechanical 
behavior. The importance of interfacial impurities was emphasized by 
the strengthening effects of copper coatings in the current studies as 
2 2 
well as others. However, none of these effects were as significant 




1. The elastic modulus difference provided the primary strength-
ening mechanism for copper-nickel and copper-cobalt interfaces. An 
abrupt interface, small lattice constant misfit and compatible crystal 
structures are required for this factor to play a dominant role„ 
2. Direct contributions from surface and interfacial energy terms 
were not significant compared to either the bulk strength of the speci-
mens or to contributions from all other interface factors0 
3. Measurements on copper-copper interface systems illustrated 
the importance of interfacial impurities on mechanical performance. 
4. Crystal structure changes induced in cobalt coatings with 





Single crystal tensile specimens were prepared employing the step 
sequence described below. 
Radiation Hardening 
The starting material was bulk copper single crystal rods (99.999% 
purity) about one inch in diameter. Sections having desired orientations 
were spark sliced from these rods and placed in the core of the Georgia 
Tech Nuclear Reactor. Fast neutrons introduce defects which pin disloca-
tions and thereby minimize sample damage during subsequent preparation 
1 7 1ft 7 
steps. After an integrated neutron flux of 10 - 10 neutrons/cm was 
accumulated the crystals were placed in a hot cell for about three weeks 
to allow the activated copper isotopes to decay. Monitoring the decay 
provided a neutron activation analysis of the material which confirmed 
the stated purity level. A trace amount of cobalt introduced a minor in-
convenience in that the long lived Co60 isotope required special disposal 
procedures for products of subsequent cutting steps. It was also found 
best to place only small volumes of copper in the reactor at one time to 
minimize sample heating. The radiation hardening was removed in a later 
vacuum anneal. 
Orientation 
Orientation of stock crystals for producing wafers with faces par-
allel to desired crystallographic planes was carried out using one or 
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more of several x-ray orientation devices which could be transferred 
directly to the spark machine. An orientation device convenient for 
aligning stock crystals using a diffractometer is shown in Figure 14. It 
allows rotation about the sample axis and the vertical. After locating 
the normal to a desired plane the variables are locked and a cut made 
parallel to the plane. 
A particularly useful orientation device fabricated from an astro 
compass is shown in Figure 15. Sample orientation was made using the Laue 
technique. The useful feature of this device is its configurational con-
venience for precision spark cutting. A third device convenient for or-
ientation adjustments by spark planing was a commercial goneometer supplie 
by the manufacturer of the spark machine. 
Wafer Cutting 
Single crystal wafers are produced by first spark machining a 
surface on an oriented stock section parallel to the desired crystallo-
graphic plane. To produce a thin wafer of uniform thickness required 
special procedures for the second cut. Attempts to spark slice a thin 
section from the stock failed as the spark process produced stresses 
which deformed thin slices and closed the gap. 
This problem was solved by preparing several polycrystalline copper 
right circular cylinders with polished ends. A cylinder was then placed 
in the orientation device shown in Figure 15 and adjusted so that the 
cylinder base was parallel to the plane traversed by the wire tool of the 
spark slicer. After carefully indexing the position and orientation of 
the cylinder, it was removed and the end thoroughly cleaned with acetone. 
The oriented face of the stock crystal was mechanically and chemically 
Figure 14. Orientation Device. 
Figure 15. Sample Orientation Device Constructed From Astro-Compass 
Shown Mounted in Spark Cutting Machine. 
polished and then cemented to the cylinder base using a uniformly applied 
film of Eastman 910 adhesive. It was necessary to remove excess adhesive 
in order to avoid spark insulation problems. After allowing about 10 
minutes to insure that the adhesive was set, the cylinder with attached 
sample was returned to the position previously indexed and secured. A 
wafer of desired thickness was then produced by the spark slicer. Larger 
wafers were supported by polished brass plates cemented to the cylinder 
base. 
An essential requirement for the production of large area slices 
of uniform smoothness was that a high volume, high speed jet of clear 
kerosene be directed into the cut to immediately remove all cutting debris. 
A special filtered circulation system satisfying the flow requirement was 
constructed. In addition, the filters conveniently collected radioactive 
waste products for prescribed disposal. Wafers cut in this manner had 
thicknesses ranging between 0.017 and 0.028 inch with variations less than 
0.002 inch over the surface. The Eastman 910 bond electrically isolated 
the crystal but a spring clip completed the circuit. A cut wafer was sep-
arated from its support by boiling for a few minutes in di-methyl Formamide. 
Wafer Grinding 
It was desired to produce wafers about 0.005 inch thick whose op-
posite sides were parallel to the greatest degree possible before the final 
electropolish. Some success was achieved using standard precision spark 
planing procedures but better thickness control was obtained by mechanical 
grinding. Grinding blocks like that shown in Figure 16 were fabricated 
from a tool steel and hardened. They consisted of a solid cylindrical 
plug tightly fitted in a toroid. A set screw pressing into a side grove 
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Figure 16. Wafer Grinding Block 
on the plug maintained rotational alignment and allowed the surface of 
the plug to be adjusted relative to that of the toroid. As required, the 
end faces of the hardened grinding block assembly were resurfaced using 
a precision surface grinder. 
A wafer was uniformly thinned by first attaching it to the surface 
of the plug using either Pyseal wax or Eastman 910. Successive adjust-
ments of the plug permitted material to be ground uniformly from the sur-
face of a wafer in controlled increments. This process was repeated on 
the opposite face of the wafer to provide faces as parallel as possible. 
The last grinding step on each face employed 0.3 micron alumina. 
The limitation on producing a 0.005 inch wafer of uniform thickness 
was usually determined by the uniformity of the adhesive applied between 
the block and the wafer, Pyseal wax was convenient since wafers could be 
quickly separated from the plug at a low temperature but Eastman 910 FS 
appears to be required for sufficient strength as a wafer becomes very 
thin. 
Electropolish 
Wafers were further thinned using a special electropolish cell 
arrangement. The electrolyte was a solution of 2/3 Orthophosphoric acid 
with 1/3 water. The wafer was suspended in the cell in a platinum wire 
cradle arranged so that electrical contact occurred only at or near the 
wafer edges. The periphery of a wafer was carefully coated with micro-
stop using a hypodermic needle as a fine brush. Two cathode disks pos-
itioned on either side of the wafer were oriented so that planes of the 
cathodes and the wafer were parallel. The copper cathode disks were en-
closed in pyrex cells having fritted glass on the sides facing the wafer. 
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Evolved gas passed out of the solution through pyrex tubes which supported 
the cells and enclosed the electrical leads. Bubbles and other debris 
forming at the cathodes were thereby prevented from reaching the speci-
men surface and interfering with the polishing process. This arrangement 
is shown in Figure 17. 
The cell current and potential drop were monitored on an x-y plotter 
to provide a continuous reference of conditions relative to a previously 
determined "plateau" for optimum polishing. This proved to be particularly 
valuable as the cell had a negative resistance on the "plateau" and slowly 
drifted into a state where pitting occurred if timely adjustments were not 
made. After removing a sample from the electropolish cell it was thoroughly 
washed in distilled water and the microstop removed with acetone. 
Success in uniform thinning was greatly affected by the cleanli-
ness of wafer surfaces. Various standard techniques were employed for 
removal of adhesives, then adhesive solvents, oxides and unidentified 
contaminants. All components of the electropolishing cell were thoroughly 
cleaned and washed in distilled water prior to being mounted in the cell. 
During electropolish a magnetic stirrer was operated in the solution at 
a low rate. Since a wafer at this and subsequent stages was quite thin 
great care was necessary during handling to avoid mechanical damage. Even 
a misdirected stream of distilled water from a squeeze bottle could de-
stroy a wafer or tensile specimen by bending. It was also essential that 
the surface be clean at each stage as even a trace of residue might either 
directly attack the surface or else interfere with a subsequent process 
and render a specimen set useless. The yield of useful specimen sets 
from satisfactory spark cut wafers was less than 307o. 
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Figure 17. E l e c t r o p o l i s h Cell 
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Photo Machining Tensile Specimen 
Tensile specimens were machined from the electropolished wafers by 
employing photoetching techniques routinely used by fabricators of micro-
circuits. Following standard procedures, a mask was prepared having a 
number of identical and parallel specimen images with dimensions given in 
Figure 18. In this manner three or more tensile specimens having identical 
orientations were cut from a single wafer. 
Even though the photoetching procedures are standard in the elec-
tronics industry, their application to forming single crystal tensile 
specimens was unusual. For this reason the step by step laboratory pro-
cedures adopted for this work are reproduced below. 
1. Clamp the sample on an edge with metal tweezers, holding them closed 
with a paper clip. 
2. Connect the sample and tweezers to the negative side of an electro-
cleaning cell. Run for about 3 minutes at 7-8 volts. Wash with 
distilled water. 
3. Clean surface in HC1 (10-40%) for about 30 seconds. 
4. Rinse with distilled H2O and alcohol. 
5. Dry sample with hot air gun. Repeat steps (3) and (4) as necessary 
to remove lingering films from surface. 
(Steps 6 through 9 are carried out under a dust free hood) 
6. Suspend sample and tweezers in air above beaker of AZ-111 Photo-Resist, 
which is placed on an elevatable platform. 
7. Raise beaker of AZ-111 until solution covers sample. Then lower beaker 
slowly, giving AZ-111 time to drain properly. 
8. Dry the sample under IR lamp for 1-2 hours, turning several times. 
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7 .0 mm 
Figure 18. Tensile Specimen Configuration 
9. Cool sample to room temperature and load in press with mask and sample 
properly positioned. 
10. Let sunlamp warm up for two minutes and expose sample for approxi-
mately five minutes. 
11. Remove sample from press. 
12. Develop in AZ-303 for ~ 1 minute. (Note that the AZ-303 must be 
diluted 4-1.) 
13. Etch sample in agitated ferric chloride until the copper is eaten 
away in the proper places. 
14. Remove remaining AZ-303 with acetone. 
15. Thoroughly wash tensile specimen in distilled water to insure that the 
etch solution is entirely removed. 
Notes 
A 275 watt sunlamp should be about 12 inches above the press during 
exposure. A 250 watt IR lamp should be about 7 inches above the 
sample, which should be over but not contacting aluminum foil. 
AZ-111 and AZ-303 are supplied by Shipley Co., Inc., Newton, 
Massachusetts. 
Vacuum Anneal 
Immediately after the tensile specimens were machined detailed di-
mensional measurements were made on each specimen and recorded. Precise 
optical measurements were made using a microscope equipped with a Cooke 
AEI Image Splitting Eyepiece. A low force dial gauge capable of resolving 
0.0001 inch was also used for thickness measurements. 
The sample set was then placed in the specially constructed high 
temperature vacuum anneal furnace shown in Figure 19. A sample set rested 
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Figure 19. High Temperature Vacuum Anneal Furnace. (Part 
of radiation shield is removed to show interior.) 
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on a flat high purity graphite plate heated by a high current through a 
tantalum strip which supported the graphite plate. The temperature was 
monitored by a Pt-Pt 107o Rh thermocouple inserted into a hole in the 
graphite plate. A double radiation shield surrounding the sample area 
allowed the furnace to easily achieve 1200 C at pressures of lx 10 
Torr and less. Additional graphite flats having short legs at each corner 
permitted several sample sets to be stacked in the furnace at one time. 
o 
Most sample sets were annealed at temperatures between 750 C and 
850 C for about 12 hours. Annealing close to the melting point of 
copper sometimes resulted in thermal etching so lower temperatures were 
used subsequently. Following the high temperature anneal, a Laue pattern 
was made of one specimen from each set for final definition of plane and 
stress axis orientation. 
Film Deposition 
Samples to be coated with a metal film were placed in a graphite 
specimen support block which fitted to a rotating shaft located in a 
substrate heater. A mask permitted film deposition on only the gauge 
section and immediately adjacent tab areas. The metal source material 
was placed in an AI2O3 coated tantalum boat located directly below the 
specimen support block. The arrangement is shown in Figure 20. With the 
specimen support block rotated so that an edge faced the boat, the source 
material was melted and outgased. Each side of a specimen was then ex-
posed to the source for film deposition. The thickness was monitored 
using a resonating quartz crystal thickness device calibrated previously 
for the particular sample-source-crystal monitor configuration employed 
here. The output of the thickness monitor was recorded to provide a 
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Figure 20. Vacuum Deposition Arrangement. (Showing rotating 
specimen holder inside heater directly above boat. 
The quartz crystal thickness monitor head is located 
at upper right of specimen heater.) 
permanent record of detailed deposition rate. In this manner, films of 
essentially the same thickness were deposited on each face of each spec-
imen. Film thickness was later verified using other techniques. 
o 
The specimens were maintained at 300 C for a few hours prior to 
and during film deposition by means of the substrate heater surrounding 
the specimen support block. Following deposition the heater was shut off 
to minimize diffusion. These particular conditions were found to result 






The delicate nature of very thin samples requires special proce-
dures for meaningful mechanical property measurements. The usual methods 
for measuring stress-strain characteristics may be divided into two major 
lasses depending upon how the specimen is deformed. In one case a 
specimen is deformed by displacing one part relative to another with the 
machine supplying whatever force is required to provide the desired dis-
placement. The displacement is most easily achieved using a screw driven 
crosshead with the resulting load on the sample measured with a suitable 
force transducer. In the second class a sample is stressed by the appli-
cation of desired load levels and the displacement is then measured 
passively. 
The large variety of machines employed in mechanical property 
measurements is generally well known so that a review is not necessary 
here. Although standard bulk sample testing machines may sometimes be 
modified to accommodate measurements on samples having small cross-
sectional areas, their use for such pruposes is generally cumbersome. 
Accurate measurements using a screw driven machine require an exten-
siometer across the specimen to avoid displacement corrections associated 
with such factors as backlash in the screw mechanism and the motion 
necessary to actuate a load cell transducer. The force required to 
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actuate standard extensiometers is often a significant fraction of the 
deformation loads of thin samples. Special techniques for testing of 
thin samples have been reported.54-56 The instrumentation system des-
sribed here provides a particularly convenient and versatile precision 
measurement system for investigations involving samples which either 
are intrinsically thin or which are made thin for a particular purpose. 
The second class of testing machine described above was found to be best 
suited for delicate sample measurements. The configuration adopted pro-
vides an automatic recording test system which allows mechanical property 
investigations involving environments ranging from corrosive liquids to 
ultra high vacuum. 
Mechanical Design of Microtension Apparatus 
A diagram of the force arm assembly is shown in Figure 21. A 
force coil is positioned in the radial field of a large speaker magnet 
at the left and one sample mount is attached to the right end of the 
force arm. The entire assembly is suspended freely by four 0.0015 inch 
diameter tungsten fibers with clearance in the magnet gap and differen-
tial transformer coil so that no friction occurs. A direct current in 
the coil therefore produces a force at the sample which is absolutely 
determined by the magnitude and direction of the coil current. The 
fibers have sufficient length so that except for very small force levels 
no correction is required for displacement of the pendulum from equilib-
rium. The differential transformer at the center of the assembly meas-
ures the displacement from which strain is determined. 
The force coil is wound on an aluminum coil form 1.25 inch long 
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and 2.0 inch in diameter. The outer pole piece of the magnet has a 
thickness of 0.5 inch so that the number of turns in the magnetic field 
remains constant over a displacement range much greater than is usually 
required. The coil form was split and reinforced with epoxy to reduce 
eddy current dampening and thereby to increase the system response. 
Sufficient dampening remains to minimize vibration noise. The two seg-
ments of the force arm on either side of the differential transformer 
core are 3/16 inch diameter 304 stainless steel rods threaded at each 
end. The ceramic spacer provides thermal isolation of the core since 
the force coil becomes warm at high loads. 
Mechanical features of the apparatus are shown in Figure 22. The 
magnet, transducer coil, mounting clamps and end post are mounted on 
sliding blocks which clamp to a 1 x 2 inch cross section stainless steel 
force bar having precision ground ways. A superstructure for the suspen-
sion fibers rides on parallel bars located on either side of the force 
bar. Except where dictated by performance requirements, all mechanical 
members were constructed of 304 stainless steel and surface ground to 
minimize stray magnetic field and ultra high vacuum problems. 
The magnet is the type used to drive a large University loud 
speaker with an enlarged gap. The design of the magnet support block 
allows small alignment adjustments in all degrees of freedom. The dif-
ferential transformer coil is positioned about the free core on a micro-
scope slide mechanism which permits transducer zero adjustments prior 
to a data run. The construction of the end post allows three dimensional 
alignment of the fixed mount. 
Two clamps are available for supporting the sample mounts during 
Figure 22. Mechanical Features of Microtensile Apparatus 
installation and removal of a test specimen. The particular mounts 
shown in Figure 22 require clamping of only the mount attached to the 
suspended force arm assembly but both ends must be clamped when the 
swivel mounts shown in Figure 23 are used. Only one of the two clamp 
assemblies is shown in Figure 23. Sufficient adjustment freedom is 
provided in the clamp assemblies so that the operations of clamping 
and release cause no motion of the mounts. Such motion could deform 
a single crystal specimen. 
Elements of the fiber suspension superstructure provide a wide 
range of adjustment for achieving maximum stability. Precision posi-
tioning of the force arm assembly with the aligned components on the 
force bar is accomplished by fiber length admustments using a lock 
arrangement. Three leveling screws support the mechanical structure. 
Background vibrations are minimized by locating the apparatus on an 
air suspension table at atmospheric pressure. The entire vacuum sys-
tem is positioned on a large air suspension slab when operated at ultra 
high vacuum. 
Electronic Circuits 
The electronic circuits provide for programmed stress applica-
tion, monitoring the force signal and measurement of the sample strain. 
A linear stress rate is provided by driving a ten turn potentiometer 
with a synchronous motor. The resistance of the potentiometer controls 
a programmable power supply operated in the voltage regulated mode. 
The output of the power supply is applied to the force coil through 
a resistance panel. A range selector switch places a particular power 
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Figure 23. Microtensile Apparatus with Swivel Mounts 
Installed. 
rheostat and precision metering resistor in series with the force coil 
according to the desired force range. Since the power supply is oper-
ated in voltage mode, a desired stress application rate may be selected 
by adjustment of the rheostat. Force coil current is monitored by 
feeding the potential drop across the metering resistor to the y-axis 
input of an x-y recorder. A signal proportional to the sample strain 
obtained from the differential transformer circuits is applied to the 
x-axis input of the recorder. 
Operation 
Calibration 
The force applied to a sample through the force arm assembly is 
directly proportional to the coil current. Calibration of a force coil 
at higher loads is accomplished by hanging standard weights from a thread 
attached to the sample mount after passing over a pully. Calibration is 
checked at low forces using a transducer. Displacement calibrations are 
made using a ball tipped micrometer head fixed in one of the sample 
mounting clamps. A small reversed coil current insures contact between 
the end of the sample mount and the micrometer. Although the output of 
the transducer was found to be slightly nonlinear, displacement readings 
were reproducable to better than 0.57o. A calibration scale reflecting 
the transducer characteristics was prepared and used to correct for non-
linearity at the time resolved shear strains were computed. 
Sample Mounting 
Thin copper single crystal samples to be tested in tension are 
attached to metal tabs. The tabs are first aligned over a grid with 
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the proper spacing for the particular sample to be tested. An "L" 
shaped paper card is glued to side extensions of the tabs to maintain 
alignment and to protect the sample during subsequent mounting proce-
dures. Samples are attached to the tabs using an adhesive or by sol-
dering if the required heating does not adversely affect the sample. 
Eastman 910 adhesive was found convenient for copper crystals. Cement-
ing a 0.020 inch high strength titanium alloy section on tabs in place 
of a normal sample showed that yielding of the bonds and other parts of 
the machine is negligible for the force ranges of interest in the thin 
single crystal studies. Although the Eastmen 910 adhesive bonds were 
usually strong enough after about 10 minutes, bond failures were elimi-
nated by waiting at least 24 hours before testing. 
Prior to mounting a specimen, alignment adjustments are made as 
described above. Holes in the tabs are slightly oversized so that final 
alignment of the specimen axis with the force arm axis can be made as 
the tabs are bolted in place. After the card is clipped the mounting 
clamps are relaxed with great care leaving the sample free for testing 
as shown in Figure 24. After the deformation is completed a second "L" 
shaped card is carefully glued across the clipped gap and the sample is 
removed without further deformation by reversing the procedure outlined 
above. 
The swivel mounts shown in Figure 23 simplify alignment procedures 
as they allow rotation about vertical and horizontal, axes and horizontal 
displacement perpendicular to the stress axis. The center of mass of 
the swivel members is located at the intersection of the two pivot axes 
to insure that no sample loading occurs due to the weight of sample 
Figure 24. Specimen Mounted for Testing 
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mounts. However, while stressing a specimen the swivel mounts displace 
a few ten thousandths of an inch taking up slack in the pivot pens. For 
most investigations this is not a serious problem and the self-aligning 
feature is a valuable asset. 
Other mounting schemes allow testing in a bending mode. In addi-
tion, the use of inverted U-shaped mounting brackets permit tests with 
a sample immersed in a temperature bath, a corrosive medium or in an 
electrolytic solution with the sample serving as one electrode. 
Performance 
The force range is from a few dynes to about 120 newtons where 
several different coil and force arm configurations are employed. Vibra-
tions, convection currents, the displaced pendulum and differential 
transformer interactions present the primary problems with low forces. 
Joule heating in the coil limits the maximum continuous force. Several 
free core differential transformers having maximum linear ranges between 
0.3 inch and .003 inch provide flexibility in displacement measurements. 
An optical extensiometer can be devised if the differential transformer 
is not suited to a specific application. 
Vibration problems are minimized by a combination of factors in-
cluding the choice of laboratory site, an air suspension table, instru-
ment structural design and experimental technique. The response of the 
system is determined by details of the force arm assembly. Although the 
response is low, a relatively massive force arm with eddy current dam-
pening in the coil form is found best suited for low stress rates at 
force levels of a gram or more. The mass and dampening provides greater 
stability and larger force arm members minimize displacement of the 
8.. 
in the machine. A much faster response, equivalent to a few tens of 
Hertz, has been obtained using a speaker voice coil to drive a force 
arm constructed of thin wall aluminum tubing. 
Applications 
The microtensile apparatus has been used to study interface 
effects on the mechanical behavior of thin single crystals. It has also 
been used for routine measurements of the elastic modulus and fracture 
strength of graphite fibers and polycrystalline foils. The configura-
tion of the machine is convenient for motion pictures of specimens to 
be made during deformation for correlations between emerging slip traces 
and stress strain curves. The mechanical behavior of the surface regions 
subjected to various corrosive liquids may also be investigated. A proto-
type version of the apparatus described here was used to investigate.the 
mechanical behavior of thin foils of titanium alloys with the stressed 
sample an electrode in an electrolyte cell. 
The operational principle of the system also permits fatigue de-
formation either by driving the programmable power supply with a desired 
wave form or by driving the force coil directly using an audio amplifier 
and oscillator. Relatively complex stress-time patterns are conveniently 
applied limited only by the inertia and dampening of the force arm 
assembly. 
The apparatus has proved to be a reliable and versatile instru-
ment for a wide variety of applications. Although certain features are 
necessarily delicate, operational procedures are simple and straight 
forward. Broken suspension fibers occur but can be replaced and the 




The mechanical effects of two interface factors were evaluated 
using the simple theoretical treatments outlined in this section. In 
the first part the dislocation image concept of Eshelby was employed 
to calculate the magnitude of strengthening expected for an abrupt, 
positive modulus discontinuity. The thin coating model of Head was 
adapted to the specific interface materials and geometry used in these 
investigations. The second part outlines a calculation of strengthening 
effects expected from interfacial and surface energy considerations for 
the interfaces used here. 
Image Stress Contributions 
Dislocation Stress Components 
The elastic stress field resulting from the presence of a dis-
location accounts for most important dislocation interactions with 
other dislocations and with such features as grain boundaries, pre-
cipitates and surfaces. If the medium about a dislocation is isotropic 
then the resulting stress field can be expressed in terms of the com-
ponents of a stress tensor. For a screw dislocation lying along the z 
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where ]i is the shear modulus of elasticity, b is the magnitude of the 
Burgers vector and r is the radius of the cylinder about the dislocation 
line on which the stress component would be measured. 
From an edge type dislocation 
yb sin 8 
rr == a66 *" 2ir(l-v)r 
and 
ub cos 6 
rG =" 27r(l-v)r 
o = v(a + aQO) zz rr 00 
a = aQ = 0 rz 0z 
(2) 
where V is Poisson's ratio. It is significant that all the non-vanishing 
stress tensor components expressed in cylindrical coordinates vary as 
1/r. 
The energy per unit length, W, associated with a dislocation is 
the sum of the energy in the elastic stress field, W , and the energy 
of the dislocation core, W , where the crystal is strained beyond the 
elastic limit. 
W = W + W . (3) 
e c 
The elastic energy, W , of a straight, general dislocation having 
both screw and edge components is given in the expression: 
TT Trb .. n . 
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Here ri is the radius of the cylinder enclosing the elastic medium af-
fected by the stress field of the dislocation and ro is the radius of 
a cylinder enclosing only the core. The dislocation line makes an 
angle 3 with its Burgers vector. An explicit expression for W is not 
required for the following discussions. It is sufficient to note that 
ro is usually considered to be less than 2b. 
Although a dislocation is a defect and not a physical body it is 
found useful to describe interactions between a dislocation and a stress 
field resulting from an applied load, another dislocation or to the 
effect of a medium discontinuity in terms of "forces" and "torques" on 
the dislocation in question. Force magnitudes between dislocations vary 
with the inverse of their separation distance. Since the stress field 
of a dislocation varies as 1/r and the energy per unit length varies as 
the logarithm of r it is clear that the interactions of an isolated 
dislocation in a crystal are long range interactions. 
Image Stress Calculations 
The interaction force on a single screw dislocation due to an 
elastic modulus difference across an abrupt interface is considered. 
The dislocation is assumed parallel to a planar interface with slip 
plane and direction normal to the interface. Following Head, the 
interaction force may be computed by postulating an infinite set of 
image dislocations. The real dislocation having Burgers vector b is 
located at x = a, y = 0 in a semi-infinite, isotropic medium of shear 
modules \X\ as shown in Figure 25. The coating has thickness, t, and 
shear modulus, ]l2- The image dislocations are therefore located at 
the positions x., y = 0 and have Burgers vectors, b.. 
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Vacuum 
x=-t x=0 x=a 
(5) 
Figure 25. Schematic of Dislocation Near Interface 
of Surface Coating 
xi= -a, x2 = -(a + 2t), x3 = -(a + 4t), , 
x = -[a + 2(n - l)t] for n > 2 
n 
bi = Kb, b2 = -(1 - K
2)b, b3 = -(1 - K
2)Kb, , 
b = -(1 - K2)Kn~2b for n > 2 n 
where K = (y2 ~ Pi)/(1̂ 2 + yi). 
The force per unit length between two parallel screw dislocations 
having Burgers vectors b' and b'', separated by a distance r has only a 
radial component given by2 
= ub 'b " 
2Trr 
(6) 
The images therefore result in an infinite series of force terms, F., 
acting on the real dislocation. The individual terms derived from 
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(7) 
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where positive and negative signs denote repulsion and attraction, 
respectively, by the interface. The resultant force on the dislocation 
is found from 
F = I F± • 
n=l 
(8) 
Substituting the indicated terms of equation 7 into equation 8 the 
resultant force may be expressed in the form 
F -iUt 
4TTa 





where r = t/a. It is convenient to represent the dimensionless quantity 
in the bracket by the symbol Q so that equation 9 becomes 
F = ^ Q 
4TTa 
(10) 
From the fundamental definition of an external force on a dis-
location, the effective shear stress for the simple configuration 
assumed here is given by 
F 
T = b (11) 
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The applied resolved shear stress required to overcome the effect of a 
modulus difference at an abrupt interface therefore has the magnitude 
but opposite sign of that determined from equation 11. Results of image 
force calculations may then be compared to measured stress values fol-
lowing an evaluation of the specific geometrical factors. 
A Burroughs 5500 computer program was used to calculate Q and 
Q/a for the first forty terms contained in the summation of equation 9. 
Calculations for Cu-Ni and Cu-Co interfaces were carried out assuming 
the dislocation located in a semi-infinite copper crystal near an 
o 
interface resulting from coatings having thicknesses ranging from 10 A 
o 
to 12,000 A. For each coating thickness, Q was computed for dislocation 
o o 
positions, a, also ranging from 10 A to 12,000 A. Results of these 
calculations pertaining to the experimental investigations reported 
here are summarized in Figures 26-29. 
For a copper crystal substrate, values of F and T are evaluated 
from computed Q/a values using 
F = 2.5 x 103 [Q/a] dyne/ cm 
(12) 
T = 9.6 x 109 [Q/a] dyne/cm2 
where a is in angstrom units. The family of curves, Q versus t for 
specific values of a, plotted in Figures 26 and 27 provides a concise 
representation of the spatial regions where a dislocation is repelled 
or attracted by the interface as a function of coating thickness. For 
o 
example, Figure 26 shows that dislocations closer than 500 A to a Cu-Ni 
o 
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Figure 29. Plot of Q/a for 2000 A Cobalt Coating 
which is approximately the coating thickness selected for these investi-
o 
gations. Similarly, Figure 27 indicates that for a = 500 A, the dis-
o 
location is repelled for cobalt films thicker than 1700 A. 
o 
For 2000 A coating thicknesses the force is plotted as a function 
of dislocation position for Cu-Ni and Cu-Co interfaces respectively in 
Figures 28 and 29. Dislocation equilibrium positions are seen to occur 
o o 
at 500 A for Cu-Ni and 600 A for Cu-Co. For both interfaces, the mag-
nitude of the repulsive force for dislocations closer than the equilib-
rium point are seen to be much greater than that of the attractive force 
beyond equilibrium. Force and shear stress values for a few dislocation 
o 
positions in the neighborhood of 2000 A coatings of nickel and cobalt 
are provided in Table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Representative Shear Stress and Dislocation Force Values 




Cu-Co TCu-Ni TCu-Co 
0 
dyne dyne dyne dyne 
A cm cm cm2 cm2 
10 51 62 2.0 x io9 2.4 x io9 
50 9.2 11.3 3.6 x io8 4.4 x 108 
100 4.0 5.1 1.6 x io8 2.0 x 108 
200 1.4 1.9 5.5 x io7 7.5 x io7 
400 .20 .45 7.8 x io6 1.8 x io7 
500 .02 .18 - 9 x io5 7.1 x ioG 
700 .25 .10 - 1 x io7 - 4.1 x io6 
2,000 .42 .38 - 1.7 x io7 - 1.5 x io7 
12,000 .16 .16 - 6.4 x io6 - 6.3 x io6 
While an isotropic substrate medium is assumed throughout the 
above treatment, copper crystals are known to have anisotropic elastic 
constants. However, it is noted by Friedel2 that the magnitude of 
necessary corrections to the dislocation stress energy when crystal 
anisotropy is taken into account is small. The additional computational 
complexity of a model which includes anisotropy is therefore not justi-
fied for purposes of comparison with results from a not too well defined 
actual interface. 
The assumption of a perfect screw dislocation oriented parallel 
to the interface on a glide plane normal to the interface must also be 
examined with some care. Calculations for a dislocation having both 
screw and edge components would require a combination of the methods 
employed by both Head5 and Conners.9 However, the treatment of Conners 
for pure edge dislocations involved approximations which limited film 
thicknesses to values much less than those employed here. 
The assumption that a dislocation line is parallel to the inter-
face is not severe in that the spatial variation of the modulus inter-
action forces themselves will tend to produce this condition. The 
approximation is correct for a screw dislocation approaching a (111) 
major surface where the — [110] Burgers vector lies parallel to the 
plane. The interaction force on a glide plane tilted by some angle, 
a, from the normal will have a component Fcos a acting on the disloca-
tion. Depending upon the crystallographic orientation of the specimen, 
the interaction force should be somewhere between 0.5 and 1.0 of the 
value for an assumed normal plane. 
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Additional complexity is introduced by perfect dislocations 
separating into partials in materials where the stacking fault energy 
is low, Koehler's 2 calculation for the nickel-copper multiple layered 
structure showed that the low stacking fault energy reduces the repul-
sion from that expected for a perfect dislocation in copper by a factor 
of two. 
Results of the above calculations provided a valuable intuitive 
guide for evaluating the magnitude and functional behavior expected for 
the modulus effect in spite of the obvious limitations of the model as 
discussed above. Figure 26 provided information for the selection of 
an optimum coating thickness for these investigations. A more elaborate 
model capable of treating variable Burgers vector directions would be 
particularly valuable for efforts in evaluating the magnitude of the 
modulus effect for specimen surfaces having various crystallographic 
orientations. 
Surface and Interfacial Energy Contributions 
For an uncoated tensile specimen of width w and thickness t, the 
load sharing by the surface tension prior to yielding is 
Ff = Yio(2w + 2t) . (13) 
The symbol yio represents the interfacial energy of an interface between 
the substrate material, 1, and a vacuum, 0. Yio would be surface tension 
of the substrate material. For a thin specimen, where t << w, equation 
13 becomes 
F. = 2wTio . (14) 
For a substrate coated with material, 2, of thickness a, we have in the 
elastic region 
Fc = 2w(Y20 + Y12) (15) 
where Y12 is the energy of the interface between the substrate and coat-
ing materials and Y20 is the surface tension of the coating material. 
With the initiation of plastic deformation, discontinuities in 
the surface energy terms must be considered. Suppose the active slip 
plane makes an angle a between the surface trace of the slip plane and 
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Figure 30. Schematic of Slip Trace at Surface 
of Specimen 
It will be assumed that yio may, in this case, be treated as the increase 
in surface energy resulting from the creation, by slip, of unit area of 
new surface. The surface energy change, AE, for a slip step of height 
h is therefore given by 
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A E =
 2w^io (16) 
Sin 6 Sin a 
where edge contributions are ignored. The component along the stress 
axis of the surface force contribution necessary for generation of the 
new surface area of the slip step is therefore 
F = 2wTio . (17) 
s Sin a Cos 6 
One surface of a composite specimen with a slip step of height 
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Figure 31. Schematic of Slip Step Through Coating 
The force necessary to generate the configuration of Figure 31 is 
similarly written 
F = Sin fees 6 (T12+Y*.) • (18) 
The configuration for h > a is sketched in Figure 32. 
r̂ T 
1 
Figure 32. Schematic of Slip Step Having Height Greater 
Than Coating Thickness 
The work required to generate this configuration is 
A E = <Mn flW^n n [V*°a + Yio(h " a) + y 1 2 a ] . (19) 
bin t) bin 06 
However, since a is constant, the surface force contribution for h > a 
reduces to the expression of equation 17. 
Treatment in further detail would involve considerations of the 
interfacial energy for specific crystallographic planes and the ener-
getics of the planar discontinuities occuring at slip step corners. 
Measurements of the orientation dependence of the surface tension of 
^ 7 ^ ft 
copper and nickel have shown that the surface tension varies less 
than 3% between (100), (111) and (110) planes. The experimental un-
certainty in available data for surface tensions and interfacial 
energies is much greater than the orientational variation. Apparently 
no data have been reported which would permit estimations of surface 
or interfacial energies due to slip step corners. The corner energy 
should, however, depend upon the orientation of an active slip plane 
relative to the surface and the net contribution should be directly 
proportional to the fineness of slip. 
The maximum load sharing calculated by substituting the usually 
listed interfacial and surface energy values in the above expressions 
represents less than 2% of the load at yield for specimens measured here. 
However, surface and interfacial energy contributions may become a 
significant fraction of the normal strength of a single crystal for 
specimen thicknesses less than a few microns. For example, a specimen 
2 mm wide and 1 micron thick would yield with a load of about 1,000 
dyne assuming a bulk yield stress of 5 x 107 dyne/cm . A surface ten-
sion of 1,750 dyne/cm would support a load of about 700 dyne for a 
specimen of these dimensions. Menter and Pashley concluded the surface 
tension contribution was negligible for thin film thicknesses greater 
than 100 - 200 A. However, the results they were quoting assumed very 
high film strengths and it is not clear how bulk and surface strengthen-
ing effects were separated. Surface or interfacial energy contributions 
to mechanical strengthening must be taken into account for specimen 
configurations or materials, such as binary alloys, where the ratio of 
interface area to volume is large„ 
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